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One important point the authors in this paper highlight is the very
different cultures of substance use—as an informal network featuring
values that encourage drug and/or alcohol use—and recovery,
which encourages overcoming or managing substance use disorder

cultures of substance use and recovery, the authors describe how
individuals in early recovery have a foot in each culture.

in a healthy way. Though there are clear differences between the

In the final section of this paper, the authors detail new “recovery
support institutions”, which expand from a focus on treatment to
emphasize continued recovery. New recovery support institutions
may include: recovery community centers, recovery homes/sober
houses, recovery schools, recovery industries, and recovery
ministries.

In discussing historical aspects of substance use disorder
treatment and recovery, the authors highlight that traditional
mechanisms of support include: social support, peer-based
recovery organizations, and professional substance use disorder
treatment. In this discussion, the authors emphasize the difference
between the lived experiences of substance use disorder and
clinical or epidemiological understanding of condition.

https://sites.brown.edu/recoveryharmrdx/
https://twitter.com/RecoveryHarmRdx
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how the recovery movement has
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It was noted that there is diversity in the amounts and types of recovery
capital peers may have. The experience and skills of one peer cannot be
applied to all other peers. It was also discussed how many individuals in
recovery who work in the treatment setting often act as peer recovery
specialists, and help to reduce the differences in power between clients and
treatment providers.

recovery.

The differences between the collective narrative (or common experience) of
individuals in recovery and individual stories of recovery were discussed by
the group. Points were made that while collective narratives can be
beneficial at times, they can also be frustrating as behaviors or choices in
these stories matches may not match the experience of all individuals in
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there on individual.
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